High-throughput DNA sequencing techniques enable time-and cost-effective sequencing of large 33 portions of the genome. Instead of sequencing and annotating whole genomes, many 34 phylogenetic studies focus sequencing efforts on large sets of pre-selected loci, which further 35 reduces costs and bioinformatic challenges while increasing sequencing depth. One common 36 approach that enriches loci before sequencing is often referred to as target sequence capture. This 37 technique has been shown to be applicable to phylogenetic studies of greatly varying 38 evolutionary depth and has proven to produce powerful, large multi-locus DNA sequence 39 datasets of selected loci, suitable for phylogenetic analyses. However, target capture requires 40 careful theoretical and practical considerations, which will greatly affect the success of the 41 experiment. Here we provide an easy-to-follow flowchart for adequately designing phylogenomic 42 target capture experiments, and we discuss necessary considerations and decisions from the first 43 steps in the lab to the final bioinformatic processing of the sequence data. We particularly discuss 44 issues and challenges related to the taxonomic scope, sample quality, and available genomic 45 resources of target capture projects and how these issues affect all steps from bait design to the 46 bioinformatic processing of the data. Altogether this review outlines a roadmap for future target 47 capture experiments and is intended to assist researchers with making informed decisions for 48 designing and carrying out successful phylogenetic target capture studies. 49 50 51 High throughput DNA sequencing technologies, coupled with advances in high-performance 52 computing, have revolutionized molecular biology. These advances have particularly contributed 53 to the field of evolutionary biology, leading it into the era of big data. This shift in data 54 availability has improved our understanding of the Tree of Life, including extant (Hug et al., 55 2016) and extinct organisms (e.g. Green et al., 2010). While full genome sequences provide large 56 and informative DNA datasets and are increasingly affordable to produce, they pose substantial 57 bioinformatic challenges due to their size (data storage and computational infrastructure 58 bottlenecks) and difficulties associated with genomic complexity. Further, assembling full 59 genomes is often unnecessary for evolutionary biology studies if the main goal is to retrieve an 60 appropriate number of phylogenetically informative characters from several independent and 61 PeerJ Preprints | https://doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.27968v1 | CC BY 4.0 Open Access | rec
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downstream. For example, using baits designed for organisms that are divergent from the group 154 of study results in lower and less predictable capture rates. Similarly, because designing custom 155 baits can be expensive and since it is important to increase cross-comparability among studies, it 156 is worth using existing kits if the genetic distance and taxonomic unit of interest are compatible.
using TapeStation ™ (AgilentTechnologies) or Bioanalyzer ™ (AgilentTechnologies) systems measure fragment size distributions, DNA concentration, and integrity. Measuring DNA quantity 279 is key before library preparation, capture (before and after pooling), and sequencing, to ensure an 280 adequate input (Healey et al., 2014) and measuring contamination before library preparation is 281 necessary as additional cleaning steps may be required. Library preparation. 284 A DNA sequencing library represents the collection of DNA fragments from a particular sample 285 or a pool of samples, modified with synthetic oligonucleotides to interface with the sequencing 286 instrument. Library preparation compatible with Illumina sequencing involves fragmentation of 287 the input DNA to a specific size range that varies depending on the platform to sequence, adapter 288 ligation, size selection, amplification, sequence capture or hybridization, and quantification steps.
289
Most kits available require between 10ng and 1000ng of high-quality genomic DNA, but kits 290 designed for low DNA input are becoming available, such as the NxSeq ® UltraLow Library kit 291 (50pg, Lucigen ® ) and the Illumina ® High-Sensitivity DNA Library Preparation Kit (as low as 292 0.2ng, Illumina). As a general rule, high concentrations of starting material require less 293 amplification and thus provide more library complexity (Head et al., 2014; Robin et al., 2016) .
294
An input of minimum one microgram for library preparation is recommended when possible 295 (Folk, Mandel & Freudenstein, 2015) . It is possible to use lower input DNA amounts with every 296 kit and still perform library preparation, but initial tests are advised (Hart et al., 2016) . Ancient 297 and degraded DNA requires modifications to these standard protocols. For example, shearing and 298 size selection are usually not advisable because the DNA is already highly fragmented, and 299 purification methods with suitable tolerance of short fragments must be used. The one microgram 300 threshold is almost never attainable with ancient DNA, but custom library preparation strategy surface, reducing sequencing accuracy (Head et al., 2014) . Size selection is done by recovering 344 the target size band from an agarose gel or more commonly by using carboxyl-coated magnetic 345 beads. In this step, the distribution of fragment length is narrowed and thus, the length of the 346 targets that will be captured is optimized. Size selection must be done carefully to avoid DNA 347 loss, especially if the DNA input is lower than 50 ng and degraded (Abcam high sensitivity DNA 348 library preparation manual V3). Size selection is not always necessary if the fragments already 349 fall within the desired size range, or when any DNA loss would be detrimental (e.g. for historical 350 and degraded samples). Assuming perfect input material, capture efficiency depends on the similarity between bait and 366 target, the length of the target, the hybridization temperature, and chemical composition of the 367 hybridization reaction. To ensure the best capture conditions, it is important to closely follow the 368 lab-instructions provided by the company that synthesized the baits, independently of using self-sequence is to the bait sequence, thus sequence variation in the target sequence among samples 371 can lead to differences and biases in capture efficiency. Another common problem is that part of 372 the target sequence hybridizes with other non-homologous sequence fragments, which can be the (Meyer & Kircher, 2010; Faircloth et al., 2012; Glenn et al., 2016) . When very few question at hand (Himmelbach, Knauft & Stein, 2014; Anand et al., 2016) . This strategy is useful available for reference-based assembly. In order to generate longer sequences from short read 584 data, a common first step in those cases is de novo assembly. During de novo assembly, reads 585 with sequence overlap are assembled into continuously growing clusters of reads (contigs) which 586 at the end are collapsed into a single contig consensus sequence for each cluster. There are 587 different de novo assembly softwares, which differ in their specific target use (short or long DNA In order to extract and annotate the contig sequences that represent targeted loci, a common herbarium specimens. Taxon 65:1081-1092. DOI: 10.12705/655.9. 
RAD-seq:
Restriction site associated DNA sequencing methods allow for the sequencing of random DNA fragments cut at specific sites using restriction enzymes (e.g. Emerson et al., 2010) . Unlike targeted sequence capture, the regions obtained by RAD-seq are not pre-selected and focusing the sequencing depth over selected regions is, in principle, not possible.
Sequencing library:
A collection of DNA fragments in solution, usually size-selected, that has been modified with synthetic DNA adapters to prepare for sequencing on a Next Generation Sequencing platform. The DNA in a library can originate from an individual sample, a pool of individuals, or an environmental sample.
Target capture: A synonym of hybrid capture and target sequence capture.
Touch-down temperature array: It is an approach used to increase amplification and/or hybridization efficiency without compromising specificity. Higher annealing temperatures increase specificity but reduce efficiency. By programing the thermocycler to decrease the annealing temperature at regular intervals every cycle, specific amplification or hybridization is ensured during the early cycles while increasing efficiency at the latest cycles.
Transcriptome:
The collection of all RNA molecules in an organism or particular cell type.
Ultraconserved Elements (UCE):
Conserved regions on the genome that show very few or no nucleotide substitutions, deletions, or insertions, when compared across deeply divergent taxa.
These regions represent suitable targets for baits that can be applied across large phylogenetic scales.
Whole-transcriptome shotgun sequencing (WTSS):
Also known as RNA-sequencing. It refers to the sequencing of randomly fragmented cDNA obtained from extracted RNA via reversetranscription. WTSS enables the sequencing of coding mRNA, snRNA, and non-coding RNA.
